In English, I will learn…

•

to construct a debate, write setting descriptions, character
descriptions, and narratives.
to use a wide range of punctuation including

•
•

to spell common exception words (Y5/6)
to answer questions about texts I have read in Guided Reading.

•

Our book led curriculum text is: Kenzuke’s Kingdom
Our class reading book is: Kenzuke’s Kingdom

In Music, I will learn … Make you feel my love
•
•
•

Listen to a range of high quality, live and recorded music from
different musicians and begin to discuss their differences
Sing in unison with clear diction, controlled pitch and sense of
phrase
Comment on the success of own and others work, suggesting
improvements

In PSHE, I will learn… Dreams and Goals

•
•
•

I understand that I will need help to achieve my dreams.

•
•

I appreciate the contributions made by people in different jobs.

•

I appreciate the learning and opportunities an education is given me and
understand how this will build our future.

•

I can describe the dreams and goals of young people in a culture
different to mine.

•
•

I can reflect on how these are related to mine.

•
•
•

•

Multiplying and dividing

•

numbers up to 4 digits.
Fractions, decimals and percentages.

P.E: Our P.E days this half term are Tuesday for indoor gymnastics with
Coach Zoe and Friday for Swimming. For swimming, your child will require
the appropriate kit. For girls this is a one piece bathing suit and for boys
close fitting above the knee trunks or shorts. No baggy shorts please.
Children can bring goggles and they will need a swimming hat. Your child
should also have a towel and a bag to carry their things. We will be leaving
for swimming at 8:50am so please ensure that your child is at school at
8:40am to allow for registering and boarding of the bus.
Homework will be distributed on Microsoft Teams on a Friday and will
need to be returned by the following Thursday.
Reading: All children have a home/school reading record. We ask that the
children add a comment and that it is signed and dated by a parent before
being returned to school.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I can identify a job I would like to do when I grow up and what I need to
do to achieve it.

I understand that aspirations can be different between myself and
someone else from a different culture.
6. I can encourage my peers o support young people here and
abroad to meet their aspirations.

In ICT, I will learn … Internet Safety
•

•
•

•

•

To use formulae within a
spreadsheet to
convert measurements of
length and distance.
• To use the count tool to
answer hypotheses about
common letters in use.
• To use a spreadsheet to
model a real-life problem
• To use formulae to calculate
area and perimeter of
shapes.
• To Learn to create formulae
that use text variables.
Calculate how many days in
x amount of years.
• To use a spreadsheet to
help plan a school cake sale.

In Science, I will learn… Living Things

I know about a range of jobs carried out and I have explored how much
people earn in different jobs.

I can understand communicating with someone who is in a different
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•

I can identify what I would like to be when I grow up

culture to mine means we can learn from each other .

•
•

In Maths, I will learn…

I can observe and describe a life process through an enquiry.
I can explain a way in which a plant reproduces.
I can understand and can explain the different processes that
take place.
I can understand and explain a way in which a plant reproduces
without pollination.
I can understand what a lifecycle is.
I can describe the life cycle of a living thing.
I can describe differences between different life cycles.
I can relate scientific knowledge to an argument or theory.

In Art, I will learn … Henri Rousseau
•

To be able to gather ideas and practice applying the different
techniques in the style of an artist.

•

To be able to use marks and lines in the style of an artist in order to
add detail to my work.

In RE, I will learn …

•

Outline Jesus’ teaching on how his
followers should live.

•

Offer interpretations of two of
Jesus’ parables and say what they might
teach Christians about how to live.

•

Explain the impact Jesus’ example
and teachings might have on Christians
today.

•

Express their own understanding of
what Jesus would do in relation to a moral
dilemma from the world today.

